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Acrobats of Cirquetacular

coming soon…

Andjam Band

AndJam – Andrea and James Rohlehr James Rohlehr, (pronounced Rolair) is a gifted jazz and funk guitarist.
He is also a talented singer, songwriter, composer and producer. James is originally from New York and is a
graduate of City College of N.Y. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in music composition. While at CCNY he [...]

Arthur Trace

Arthur Trace has taken magical entertainment in a new direction of performance art by combining magic and
theatre in an innovative and artful way. Highly acclaimed by his peers as “one of the most unique acts in the
world of magic today,” Arthur Trace is the eighth magician in the history of magic to be [...]

Avner the Eccentric

Avner Eisenberg enjoyed a generic childhood in Atlanta, Georgia. As a kid his passions were snakes and
juggling. He wanted to be a doctor, but after a year as an honors chemistry and biology major his parents
forced him into performing. Applying the art of juggling to education, Avner attended four universities
moving counter-clockwise around the [...]

Blue Meadow

In order to breath life into all of the music written by these 4 song writers they figured they would just follow
the old adage “if you want to do something right you do it yourself”. These four guys set out to do it
themselves, mixing an array of different styles into one pot to [...]

Circurious

Circurious is a heart-stopping mind-boggling display of artistry and athleticism. Discover all the wow factor
and star quality of the circus tent, concert hall, and Broadway stage in one fantastic evening. Indulge your
curiosities and celebrate your senses as aerialists, acrobats, contortionists, fire artists, illusionists, singers,
dancers and indescribable feats ignite your belief in human [...]

Cutlass Treasure Hunt

Hey, screen jockeys–how about a multi-player, wireless real time game with real rewards? CUTLASS
introduces a new extreme tech treasure hunt. The quickest team on the tech wins. No cellphone tic-tac-toe,
CUTLASS requires players to use digital phones, wireless PDAs, the net–even ordinary phones–and lots of
real time footwork to find a treasure hidden nearby. [...]

David Darwin

David Darwin is the natural selection for your entertainment. Dave presents a laugh-a-minute show of
juggling, sideshow, and comedy. He will keep you riveted with amazing feats to keep you and your guests
talking for years. Whether you need an exciting hour of sideshow or a half-hour, family-friendly juggling
show, Dave can customize to your [...]

Eddie Pence

Galumpha

Combining stunning acrobatics, striking visual effects, physical comedy and inventive choreography,
Galumpha brings to life a world of imagination, beauty, muscle and merriment. The three performers create a
sensory feast of images ranging from the ridiculous to the sublime, drawn together into a seamless whole,
consistently bringing audiences to their feet. Galumpha is a triumphant [...]

Jimmy and the Parrots

One of the most requested Jimmy Buffett cover bands in the country, Jimmy and the Parrots perform not only
all the great Buffett songs you love, they also play new and classic rock ‘n roll, as well as outstanding
original songs written by lead singer/guitarist Jimmy Maraventano. Their cover songs include favorites by the
Beach [...]

Jon Stetson

Jon Stetson, internationally acclaimed Mentalist. Mind Reading has never been this much fun! Jon knows
what you’re thinking, he really does. The results are Amazing, Motivational, inspirational and Hilarious. The
Stetson Experience is thrilling, powerful, intelligent, interactive fun.

Julian Gargiulo

Julian Lawrence Gargiulo is a dynamic classical pianist who renders the compositions of renowned masters
with extraordinary passion and precision, and fills the concert hall with his personal brand of charm, humor
and charisma. He has performed in the United States, Canada, England, Italy, France, Germany, Russia,
Singapore, Philippines, Thailand, China, and Australia, meeting always [...]

Kira Soltanovich

Ms. Soltanovich is extensively trained in every aspect of acting, improv and comedy. “I loved going away to
college and living in the dorms because when I was growing up, my father never let me have slumber parties.
He said sleeping on the floor and eating pizza from cardboard boxes was the reason we left [...]

Kristin Key

Kristin Key started her comedy career at the tender age of 19 in the small west Texas town of Amarillo. As
soon as her feet hit the stage, she took off running and never looked back. Small shows in the Texas
panhandle turned into 35 states worth of comedy over the next 5 years as [...]

Lisa Bouchelle

“A Star of the future… and judging from the crowd at this show, the future is now!” So wrote a reviewer
from the Aquarian Weekly, the leading mid-Atlantic region entertainment paper, after a performance by Lisa
Bouchelle. Lisa has sung backup for Bruce Springsteen, Jon Bon Jovi, Rob Thomas of Matchbox Twenty,
Cyndi Lauper, and [...]

Lyn Dillies – ILLUSIONAIRE

America’s Premier Female Illusionist Master illusionist Lyn Dillies has mesmerized audiences of all ages
throughout the U.S. and Canada for over two decades. Hailed as the finest female magician in the land, Lyn’s
engaging personality, along with the hypnotic lighting effects and dynamic music of her show, wrap the
audience in a blanket of spectacular, [...]

Lyn Trefzger

Lynn, a self-taught ventriloquist, brings together amazing figure manipulation and exceptional vocal skills to
create a fascinating comedy act which delights young and old throughout the country. Writing and
developing her own original and endlessly inventive routines, Lynn thrives on her interaction with the
audience. Lynn has been amazing audiences since 1977. Her agile brain, [...]

Mark Nizer 3D

Mark Nizer has changed the way people view the world. The impossible is possible, the improbable is
probable. Since winning the International Juggling Championships Mark has taken his one man show to
thousands of venues around the world, including two Gala Performances at the world famous Just for Laughs
Comedy Festival, The Kennedy Center and [...]

Matt Baker

Matt Baker’s headline comedy show has been making colleges, corporate functions, festivals and special
events just like yours fun and exciting for over 10 years. Matt has performed over 2,000 shows in 14 different
countries and in every imaginable scenario. He is easy to work with, flexible and his show is self-contained
which allows you [...]
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Latest News
13
February Comedy

of Mark Nizer Comes to Omaha’s Performing Arts Center

13
February Galumpha

at the Broadway Center for the Performing Arts

13
February Vestibulum

ut nisl. Donec eu mi sed turpis fermentum id, molestie in

More News

Upcoming Shows and Availability
No upcoming events

Contact Us Today

Contact Us Today and we will get you the perfect act for you event today. DCA - when the entertainment
matters.
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